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Look, up in the sky! ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a bird. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a plane. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the . . . SUN! When

morning comes, a young boy must prepare for his day, faster than a speeding bullet. Follow along

as he leaps tall buildings (jumps out of bed) in a single bound, dons his heroic uniform (his clothes),

and faces his greatest weakness (Kryptonite-colored toothpaste). Then itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s up, up, and

away to daycare! The perfect companion to the bestselling author Michael Dahl&apos;s BEDTIME

FOR BATMAN, this official DC Comics picture book will have Superman fans young and old

delighting in their morning routines. Includes a morning routine checklist.
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Awesome book

Love.

5 year old grandson reads it everyday. He loves the "superhero".

The second book in the "series" after Bedtime for Batman, this book draws parallels between a

young boy and Superman as they get ready to face their days. I really appreciated that the family in

this story is African American. I love reading normal stories with diverse characters. I also loved that

the boy's toothpaste is his Kryptonite.This book is perfect for super hero fans because it does

assume some familiarity with Superman. It would work well with kids ages 3-5. There's even a

morning checklist on the last page, so your own little super hero can follow to steps when getting

ready for his/her day.Blog: Mom's Radius

'Good Morning, Superman' by Michael Dahl with illustrations by Omar Lozano is a compoanion

book to the recently released 'Bedtime for Batman.' They are picture books for young children who

also like superheroes.The story, like the previous one, parallels a superhero and a young child. This

time around, it's Superman and a little boy getting ready for the day. It shows Superman changing

into his uniform as the little boy gets dressed. Superman fights off kryptonite as the boy has to brush

his teeth with a kryptonite colored toothbrush. My favorite bit is when Supergirl and Krypto show up

to help. The book ends with a morning checklist of all the things done to get ready for the day.I

really liked the first book, and I liked this one even more. The illustrations are great and the colors

on the pages are bright. I like that a girl superhero got included this time around. This would be a

really fun read with an energetic 3 or 4 year old.I received a review copy of this ebook from

Captstone Young Readers and NetGalley in exchange for an honest review. Thank you for allowing



me to review this ebook.

Delightful! This is a companion book to last year's "Goodnight, Batman" and is as wonderful. It's

written in a soothing tone like "Goodnight Moon" which it is obviously emulating. The illustrations

show Superman and the little boy doing the same things such as "when duty calls" Supe sees

trouble he must attend to while the little boy has to go potty and when Superman faces Lex Luther,

"his greatest fears", the little boy faces his toothbrush. Any little Superman fan will adore this!

I really enjoyed this book and it is perfect for small children. It incorporates the current trend in

books of utilizing a traditional and graphic novel style to tell the actual story.I think that my favorite

thing about the book as that it doesn't tell the child things like "you eat breakfast" or "brush your

teeth" explicitly. Instead, the illustrations a further extension of the story and not just a visualization

of the words. It is a part of the story. I could easily see this being used in a classroom as a lesson on

hygiene, calming nerves at the start of the year, or even with students to help them understand

making inferences.The book's illustrations are extremely well done. The colors are bright and

vibrant which will draw the child's attention and interest. The use of a super hero to help teach

children about the importance of morning routine's and life lessons isn't new, but it is a great way to

capture the child's interest.The back of the book even has a handy checklist of morning

activities.Edited to add: I received an advanced copy of this book from the publisher via NetGalley in

exchange for an honest review.

Thank you! Thank you for featuring boys of color and marrying DC Comics with the boys is just

amazing. One of my sons favorite books. The bed time and morning checklist in the back of the

books are SOOO helpful. Can't thank you enough, well done.
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